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About the Author

J “NeonDragon” Peffer (a.k.a. Jessica Peffer) just finished her senior year 
at Columbus College of Art and Design. She hopes to someday work as an illustrator in

the fantasy market full-time—silly dragon…er…girl. Neon has 
had her work in print since 2002 when a few little spiffy fairy knick-knacks from Raven

Images launched her into the published world. The paper and 
ink that you hold in your hands—feel its power, tingly, yes?—is her 

current baby. Hold it close, treat it as something precious. Sleep with it 
under your pillow at night. This book is full of power!

Neon runs a spiffy-keen website at www.neondragonart.com 
(you’re writing this down, yes?) on which she shares her art, online 
comics and a few computer art tutorials. It’s snazzy, and sure to take 

up a good seven minutes of your time.
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Introduction

6

How to Use This Book

8

Part One

Fantastic Dragons
14

Everything you need to know in order to successfully render the king of

all mythical beasts. Begin with a basic, no-frills dragon and go on to

detailed lessons for creating dragon expressions and body parts. You’ll

also practice drawing dragons from every angle before creating 

Western and Eastern dragons of your very own!

Part Two

Unique Details
72

Horns, tusks, frills, fins, scales, tails, barbs, feathers and fur! 

Discover the easy tricks and tips that make every 

creature you create one of a kind.
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Quick Guide to Fantastic Beasts

124

Index

126

Part Three

Other Fantasy Creatures
84

Dragons may rule fantasy worlds but they are by no means alone in

the alternate universe. Let your imagination guide you as you explore

other fantastic beasts using all the skills you learned while drawing

dragons. Learn to create everything from the courageous Pegasus to

malevolent basilisks. There’s always more to create!
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